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T

he average U.S. citizen expects superior service and outcomes from public sector work. This
expectation certainly derives from the expectations that have grown out of the customercentric approach private companies use in their processes, communications, and service efforts.

“

Indeed, U.S. citizens have higher customer service
expectations than ever before, thanks to the rise of
fast, simple online experiences in the commercial space.
Yet, for a variety of reasons, the federal government
has not kept pace with the private sector. As a result,
the lack of attention to the citizen experience (or CX) is

“

adversely affecting citizens’ view of government. 1

How, then, can the government improve its citizens’ viewpoint? Quite simply, it must turn its
attention to the citizen experience, thereby keeping up with the fast-paced, technology-based
innovations coming from the private sector.

3

Defining the
Citizen Experience
T

he American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) pinpoints four main predictors of satisfaction
when it comes to the citizen experience, one of which is customer service. Expanding on
that, the citizen experience is about the expectations citizens have and actual outcomes they
experience when seeking service from governmental agencies.
Generally speaking, a citizen experiences multiple touchpoints when seeking out a government
service. Those touchpoints range from call center interactions to social media exchanges to
website impressions to in-person dialogue.

“

Each encounter that citizens have with the agency,
direct or indirect, molds their perception of the
agency’s value, credibility, reliability, integrity, empathy,
and professionalism. Good citizen experiences develop
from a perception that the agency consistently
appreciates and understands citizens’ situations and
delivers service based on understanding, care, and

“

concern for them.2

Cultivating a citizen-centric approach to service is key to building this perception, and therefore is
key to increasing citizen satisfaction.
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Creating an Exceptional
Citizen Experience
T

he latest citizen satisfaction scores
from the ACSI show that overall scores
are at a four-year high.3 The time is ripe
for governmental agencies to capitalize on
this increase and lay the foundation for an
exceptional citizen experience.
Empowerment lies at the center of an
exceptional citizen experience. Through
empowerment, citizens will have greater
input on policy and processes. It will
also put citizens more in control of the
experiences they encounter when seeking
out government services.
So how does the government empower
its citizens? The path to empowerment
involves engagement, learning, and support.

Engage

To improve the citizen experience you
must first get citizens engaged in your
activities. Find as many ways as possible to
communicate with your citizen customers.
While there are many ways to cultivate
engagement, the top three opportunities
that will likely make the greatest impact
require you to:

• Mobilize: The public are on the move

constantly. To meet them where they are,
you must provide them with mobile public
services. This requires a mobile platform,

a responsive web design, and easy-touse applications that allow the public to
access what they want, when they want it.

• Multiply: According to Accenture’s 2013

Citizen Survey,4 there is a “high correlation
between overall satisfaction with public
services and use of digital channels.” Note
the plural usage here. Taking a multichannel, or omni-channel, approach will
ensure you make a greater connection
with your audience. From online chat to
social media to discussion forums, build
out and maintain several digital channels
through which the public can reach you.

• Respond: We live in an on-demand

world. This requires you to not only
respond to comments, questions,
complaints, and other communicated
messages—you must respond quickly. A
high level of responsiveness is expected,
but not currently received. According to
a recent Federal Customer Experience
Study, 53% of citizens believe federal
agencies should reduce the time it takes
to respond to requests.5

While these opportunities center on
websites and social media, it is important
to note that your offline communication
tools matter as well. From call centers to
email support to in-person interactions,
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your agency has numerous opportunities to
engage with your customers. Use them all
wisely!

Learn

While you can find the demographics of the
public at large, how familiar are you with
your specific customer base? Once you
open the lines of communication to begin
engaging with the public, you gain a great
opportunity to learn more about the people
who specifically seek out your services.
Here are three methods of acquiring
important feedback about your services:

• Discuss: Seek out conversations with the

public. Engage in discourse about your
services, as well as government services in
general. Why go so broad? Unfortunately,
a citizen will use one experience with a
single agency to judge the government as
a whole. Ask your customers what they
need from your agency. Ask them what
causes dissatisfaction when interacting
with government workers and when
seeking government services. Dive deep
here! The more you can show genuine
interest in their situation and actively
interact on a human level, the better
customer service you provide.

• Listen: The act of social listening

provides a comprehensive view of what
the public’s perception is of your agency.
Social listening is staying attuned to what

individuals are saying about you to each
other. There are several platforms for
you to consider when monitoring social
discourse about your agency. Not all
programs are created equal—you want to
ensure you find one that works best for
your agency, team, and customers.

• Survey: While a large number of

individuals love to take their government
grievances to social media and other
public places, a significant number of
people are uncomfortable voicing opinions
(negative or positive) for fear of backlash.
To reach this apprehensive audience,
consider sending out anonymous surveys
that ask people for their honest feedback
on your services.

The feedback and knowledge you
gain through these direct and indirect
interactions with the public will help inform
your efforts to become more citizen-centric.
The biggest item to remember here is to
never stop learning about your customers.
After you gather initial insight and input, act
on it. Start changing processes as necessary
to better meet your customers’ needs. As
you change, ask for feedback. Be open.
This continuous cycle of learn-do-learn-do
will help you create an exceptional citizen
experience.
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Support

As an agency, you not only create and
enforce policy, but you provide a service.
And as a service provider, your customers
expect you to offer a certain (high) level of
customer support, which includes:

• 24/7 access: Individuals expect to obtain
answers to their pressing questions at any
time of day or night. These answers come
in the form of online FAQs, call centers,
online chat programs, and more. If you
do not have a means of contact available
at a given hour, you risk frustrating your
customer before you have even had the
chance to speak with them.

• Ongoing, seamless support: Customers

their questions and concerns to be logged
and for them to be able to contact you
whenever necessary to discuss their issue.
And they expect that anyone they reach
will have access to their history so they can
receive the help they need without being
transferred several times over.

•P
 ersonalized interactions: We are all

human, and sometimes all we want to
know is that we are speaking with another
human on the other end of the phone,
chat window, social network, etc. This
requires using personalization techniques
whenever possible, such as using the
person’s name, pulling in personal details
from past service calls, expressing
empathy for their situation, and more.

do not want to have to share information
with you more than once, and they
certainly do not want to have to key in that
information more than once when it comes
to websites and applications. They expect
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Technology:
The Heart of Improving Your Citizen Experience

T

echnology has advanced greatly,
making it the go-to answer for meeting
the public’s increased demands for
conveniences such as instant access to data
and 24/7 customer support. Specifically,
the following technologies will allow you
to meet the needs of your customers, no
matter where they are along the citizen
journey.

• Access portals: Customized, self-service

access portals provide you with a secure
way to allow your customers to sign in
and perform basic tasks related to your
services, such as requesting documents or
filing paperwork. These portals can also
save customer profile information and can
allow for secure direct messaging.

• Contact centers: From interactive

voice response to live chat features, the
call center has evolved to better meet
the needs of today’s citizen customer.
Ensuring you have the right technology
and you properly train your employees
on how to use it, means you provide your
customers with higher quality interactions
every time they reach out.

• Relationship management systems:

A robust citizen relationship management
(CRM) system will allow you to track
and manage all citizen service requests,
communications, and much more. A
comprehensive CRM system such as

Microsoft Dynamics CRM will also allow
you to reach out your citizen customers
en masse, saving time while ensuring
consistency in communication.

•M
 obile apps: As mentioned earlier,

mobile is the wave of now. Many users
are comfortable surfing the Web on their
phones, while many others prefer to
interact with their service providers via
mobile apps. Give your customers what
they want to encourage them to interact
with you more.

• Analytics: With the right technology, the

power of analytics is at your fingertips.
You can gain actionable insight about your
customers and their common threads of
concern. You can assess the effectiveness
of each channel in your omni-channel
approach so you can decide what makes
the most sense for your agency based on
need and budget. With powerful analytics
programs in place, you will finally be able
to measure for yourself your agency’s
citizen experience and satisfaction ratings.

By defining which technologies you will use,
you can turn your attention to addressing the
additional challenges that exist in creating
a positive citizen experience. To be sure,
the effectiveness rate of each technology
increases with the integration of others
technologies. Together, the tech feeds one
another and better supports your service
needs and your customers’ expectations.
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3 Steps to Improving
the Citizen Experience
T

here is a three-step, cyclical process to
improving the citizen experience and
maintaining high satisfaction levels.

• Step 1: Implement: Taking a top-down

approach to implementing a citizencentric service model will not result in the
outcomes you are seeking. Just as you
must provide the tools and technology
for citizens to feel empowered in seeking
services and accessing information, you
must also empower your citizen-facing
employees. While leaders must innovate
and define initiatives, it is the citizenfacing part of your agency that will
implement those initiatives. Public sector
employees must feel empowered to take
action focused on the best interests of
the citizen. Incorporate your employees
into the planning and implementation
phase. This will help them take ownership
and apply the new service model equally
across the board.

• Step 2: Measure: You will need to

basis. Identify the relevant data points
you will need to measure on an ongoing
basis to fully capture the effectiveness of
your newly implemented plan. Whether
you choose to use the ACSI satisfaction
predictors or your own defined data
points, ensure that you measure the same
data every time to assist in evaluating and
adjusting your strategies.

•S
 tep 3: Revise: With insight in hand,

you will be able to modify and improve
your programs to better meet the needs
of your citizenry. You will also want to
revise your model based on the changes
occurring within your agency and the
nation’s government at large. Again, rely
on your front-line employees for input
and insight. Allow them room to make
suggestions and modifications based on
what they see and hear every day. Then
work in tandem with your employees
to restart at Step 1, implementing your
revised citizen-centric service model.

measure the effects of your citizen
experience program on a consistent
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In Summary
C

reating a citizen experience means creating real relationships with the public based on trust
and transparency. While technology and processes alone cannot create this experience,
they can support you in rolling out a program across your municipality, agency, or organization
to ensure the experiences your citizens receive is nothing but exceptional. As an added benefit,
the processes and technologies you put in place to better serve the public will help increase
your own agency’s efficiencies.
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About Avtex
Avtex is a full-service Customer Experience consultancy focused on helping organizations build
trust with their customers. We guide organizations through the process of creating or improving CX
strategies, platforms and policies. Avtex offers a wide range of services to support CX, including CX
Consulting, Technology Optimization, Technology Innovation and Systems Management.
Driven by technology know-how and passionate about customer experience, Avtex is uniquely qualified
to help you deliver exceptional experiences to your customers.
In tandem with our core partners, we’ve developed a portfolio of solutions and services that support all
aspects of CX, including:
• Customer Experience: From strategy and technology selection to management and measurement, our
end-to-end services support every area of CX.
• Customer Engagement: Our experts create and execute Customer Engagement and CRM strategies
that streamline the collection, analysis and utilization of key customer data.
• Contact Center: Whatever your specific needs may be, we offer contact center solutions capable of
supporting the quality interactions your customers deserve.
• App Development: We specialize in creating and customizing solutions that support Customer
Experience and your employees, including solutions for the web, cloud, mobile or desktop.
• Business Productivity: We leverage a wide range of technology solutions to help you streamline the
way your employees and customers access information, share insights, learn and communicate.
• Managed Services: Our Managed Services model offers many benefits, including predictable IT
operating costs, improved system performance and the ability to focus internal talent on more vital
organizational tasks.

Management

Strategy

Strategyincluding customer journey mapping, technology review and process

your CX ecosystem for today and into the future.

Management-
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